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NEW QUESTION: 1
UnityVSAでは、VVOLライセンスによって提供される最大ストレージ容量はいくつですか。
A. 50TB
B. 4TB
C. 25TB
D. 10TB
Answer: A
Explanation:
UnityVSA maximum Usable Capacity is4 TB (Community Edition); 10 TB; 25 TB; and 50 TB
licenses available.
References:
https://shop.dellemc.com/sv-se/Product-Family/Unity-Products/Dell-EMC-Unity-VSA/p/EMC-U
nity-Virtual-Storage-Appliance

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
What does the symbol to the left of the system name, SEPMGR12, indicate?
A. The Unmanaged Detector is enabled.
B. The system is online.
C. The Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager is running.

D. The firewall is enabled.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You administer an Office 365 deployment.
You need to ensure that users can dial telephone numbers by using either the Skype for
Business app for Windows or the Skype for Business mobile app.
What should you do?
A. Run the Windows PowerShell cmdlet Set-CsOnlineVoiceUser.
B. In the Office 365 Admin center, enable Skype Meeting Broadcast.
C. In the Office 365 Admin center, enable Skype for Business PSTN Conferencing.
D. Run the Windows PowerShell cmdlet Set-CsBroadcastMeetingConfiguration
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the primary goal of setting up a honey pot?
A. To lure hackers into attacking unused systems
B. To know when certain types of attacks are in progress and to learn about attack techniques
so the network can be fortified.
C. To entrap and track down possible hackers
D. To set up a sacrificial lamb on the network
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A honeypot system is a computer that usually sits in the screened subnet, or DMZ, and attempts
to lure attackers to it instead of to actual production computers. To make a honeypot system
lure attackers, administrators may enable services and ports that are popular to exploit. Some
honeypot systems have services emulated, meaning the actual service is not running but
software that acts like those services is available. Honeypot systems can get an attacker's
attention by advertising themselves as easy targets to compromise. They are configured to look
like regular company systems so that attackers will be drawn to them like bears are to honey.
Honeypots can work as early detection mechanisms, meaning that the network staff can be
alerted that an intruder is attacking a honeypot system, and they can quickly go into action to
make sure no production systems are vulnerable to that specific attack type.
Organizations use these systems to identify, quantify, and qualify specific traffic types to help
determine their danger levels. The systems can gather network traffic statistics and return
them to a centralized location for better analysis. So as the systems are being attacked, they
gather intelligence information that can help the network staff better understand what is
taking place within their environment.
Incorrect Answers:
A: A honeypot does act as a decoy system in that it can lure hackers into attacking the honeypot
system instead of live production servers. However, this is not the primary goal of a honeypot.
The primary goal is to learn about attack techniques so the network can be fortified.
B: Entrapping and tracking down attackers is not the goal of a honeypot. Learning about
possible attack techniques is more valuable to a company.
C: It is not the goal of a honeypot to set up a sacrificial lamb on the network.
References:
Harris, Shon, All In One CISSP Exam Guide, 6th Edition, McGraw-Hill, 2013, p. 655
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